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	Statistical Analysis of Management Data provides a comprehensive approach to multivariate statistical analyses that are important for researchers in all fields of management, including finance, production, accounting, marketing, strategy, technology, and human resources. This book is especially designed to provide doctoral students with a theoretical knowledge of the concepts underlying the most important multivariate techniques and an overview of actual applications.  It offers a clear, succinct exposition of each technique with emphasis on when each technique is appropriate and how to use it.  This third edition, fully revised, updated, and expanded, reflects the most current evolution in the methods for data analysis in management and the social sciences. In particular, this edition includes:


	·         A new chapter on the analysis of mediation and moderation effects


	·         Examples using STATA for most of the statistical methods


	·         Example of XLSTAT applications


	Featuring numerous examples, the book may serve as an advanced text or as a resource for applied researchers in industry who want to understand the foundations of the methods particularly relevant and typically used in management research, and to learn how they can be applied using widely available statistical software.
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Introducing 3ds Max 2008Sybex, 2008
Introducing 3ds Max 2008 breaks down the complexities of 3D modeling, texturing, animating, and visual effects. You'll jump right into the 3ds Max pipeline—from preproduction through postproduction—with clear-cut explanations, tutorials, and hands-on projects to build your skills. A special color insert includes real-world...
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Technologies of International Relations: Continuity and ChangePalgrave Macmillan, 2018

	
		This book examines the role of technology in the core voices for International Relations theory and how this has shaped the contemporary thinking of ‘IR’ across some of the discipline’s major texts. Through an interview format between different generations of IR scholars, the conversations of the book analyse the...
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Kundalini YogaDivine Life Society, 2005
Kundalini is the coiled up,dormant,cosmic power that underlies all organic and inorganic matter within us and any thesis that deals with it can avoid becoming too abstract,only with great difficulty.But within the pages of the book,the theory that undelies this cosmic power has been analysed to it's thinnest filaments,and practical methods have...
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Microsoft Windows 7 On DemandQue, 2009
Need answers quickly? Microsoft Windows 7 on Demand provides those answers in a visual step-by-step format. We will show you exactly what to do through lots of full color illustrations and easy-to-follow instructions.
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A Mediterranean Platter: Meze, Tapas & More to Celebrate Mediterranean Diet Month & BeyondIndependent Publishers Group, 2021

	A Mediterranean diet centers around traditional food that people ate in countries around the Mediterranean Sea way back in the sixties. Research led to the discovery that following the healthy way of eating can help prevent heart disease, strokes, and diabetes.

	

	A Mediterranean diet isn't restrictive. It includes eating...
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About Face 2.0: The Essentials of Interaction DesignJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
Interaction Design professionals are constantly seeking to ensure that software and software-enabled products are developed with the end-user's goals in mind to make them more powerful and enjoyable for people who use them. This text ensures it.

First published seven years ago-just before the World Wide Web exploded into dominance in the...
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